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The Sports Building Boom 
Continues

• 2000-2009--$17 billion + of new major 
league stadium and arena construction in 
USA expected to be completed.

• Most of that in the US financed by 
taxpayers.

• Includes:



Lucas Oil Stadium Indianapolis



Nationals Park
Washington, DC



Uneven Playing Field
• Given the nature of Professional Sports Leagues there 

are more cities who want teams than teams available.
– Team owners have a credible threat. 
– Cities do not.

• Major sports leagues are monopolies. As a result, cities 
are thrust into competition with one another to procure or 
to retain teams. A bidding war results whereby cities pay 
their maximum willingness to pay for a team (Noll and 
Zimbalist 1997).

• So what determines the willingness to pay?



Theory of public funds

Public Choice Theory—
Large gains to a few, small costs to many.

Winner’s Curse—
City who wins bid for team overestimates worth.

Public Funds are efficient—
Benefits to city from team outweighs cost of public funds.



One Justification for Public Funding

• Sports are said to produce tangible 
economic benefits for the community at 
large
– More jobs
– Higher incomes
– Increased tax revenues



Economic Impact

• Does the sports team:
– Promote the general economic development 

of a metropolitan area.
– Significantly assist in maintaining the vitality of 

the central city
– Stimulate micro-development in a small 

defined district within the city



BUT—They do not!

• Mountains of evidence that sports produce
– Few new jobs 
– No rise in incomes—perhaps even a fall in 

incomes 
– Little new tax revenue



Another Justification for public 
Subsidy

• Sports are said to produce Intangible 
Benefits—civic pride, community spirit, 
etc. 

• Paradox—the intangible benefits are 
highly visible, but their value is difficult to 
measure

• Teams cannot sell these intangible 
benefits—People do not have to pay for 
them



Economists Call these Intangible 
Benefits

• PUBLIC GOODS

• The problem with sports public goods—
since the team cannot charge for them, 
the users of the public goods cannot be 
required to pay for the team or the stadium



Public Goods Enjoyed Mostly by 
Fans

• Reading about the team
• Discussing the team
• Listening to sports talk radio
• Game-day parties
• Fantasy leagues
• Betting on games



Sports Public Goods Everyone 
Enjoys

• Championship pride
• Civic pride in “major 

league” status 
• Community harmony-

-“It’s what the janitor, 
valet parker, lawyer, 
and venture capitalist 
can all talk about 
when they are in an 
elevator together.”



Edmonton Oilers & Civic Pride

“[Cam Nichols] is 
the man who 
saved the 
Edmonton Oilers 
and with it, maybe 
a city. Certainly, a 
city’s identity.”—
Scott Burnside, 
ESPN.com, June 9, 2006



Civic Pride and City identity

• Have influenced public policy explicitly in 
the case of the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

• They declared bankruptcy 1998 and were 
on verge of being sold to out-of-town 
owners and being moved out of Pittsburgh



Importance of Sports Public goods

“The Penguins are as much a part of the 
warp and woof of this community as are its 
…museums, parks, theaters and ethnic 
neighborhoods.  As important as [the 
creditors’] interests are, they may have to 
give way when the interest of the 
community at large so dictates.” -- U.S. 
Bankruptcy Judge Bernard Markovitz, 
March 1999



But What is Civic Pride Worth?

• Judge Markovitz did not put a dollar value 
on it.

• Since no markets for civic pride, major 
league status, or community harmony 
exist, we don’t know what people are 
willing to pay, how much they want, or 
what the goods are worth.



Contingent Valuation Method CVM

• Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) 
surveys allow this to be estimated.

• Developed by environmental economists.
• People are asked their willingness to pay 

for public goods contingent upon a 
hypothetical scenario described to them in 
the survey.





Penguins Hypothetical Scenario

• Play in oldest arena in NHL
• Local owners might not have money to 

challenge for Stanley Cup
• Team might have to leave Pittsburgh
• Loss of Penguins would tarnish city image
• Never again would Pitt have Stanley Cup 



How Much Would You Be Willing to 
Pay?



Respondents asked about

• PRIVATE GOODS—how many games do 
you attend?

• PUBLIC GOODS:
– Read
– Discuss
– Major league—on the map
– Racial harmony
– Celebrate Stanley Cup



Respondents also asked about

• Socioeconomic variables
– Age
– Sex
– Income
– Education
– How long they have lived in town
– Etc.

• These questions allow us to correlate WTP to 
consumption of public goods, private goods, and 
socioeconomic variables



Some interesting stats

• Many people read about, discuss, etc.
– In other words—widespread consumption of 

sports public goods
• 74% think Jags make Jax “major league”
• 43% think Jags improve race relations



Perhaps Most Interesting of All

• Willing to pay > 0
– 38% for NHL in Pittsburgh
– 46% for NFL in Jacksonville
– 38% for NBA in Jacksonville



What Determines WTP?

• Higher Income  higher likelihood of WTP
• The more they read about or discuss the 

team, the more likely to be WTP.
• Those who think team makes Jacksonville 

major league or who think it improves race 
relations are more likely to be WTP

• Those who attend games
• In Pittsburgh, people who experienced 

Stanley Cup were willing to pay more





Team (study year) $2006 millions
Pitt Penguins (2000) $57 
Jax Jaguars (2002) $28 
Jax NBA (2002) $21 
Alberta Amateur Sports (2006) $189
Calgary Flames, Edmonton Oilers, 
Vancouver Olympics (forth.)

???

Portland MLB (2003) $60
London Olympics (2004) $3849

WTP for Sports Public Goods



Implications

• The value of public goods for all of these 
projects is far below the subsidies paid
– With the exception of Alberta Amateur 

Athletics 
– … and possibly Vancouver Olympics


